
Cuddle Monster Card 


We created these cute Cuddle Monster Cards for Father’s 
Day but they work well for any celebration!


Tools and Materials:


- Coloured Paper 

- Pencil 

- Glue Stick

- Scissors

- Googly Eyes (if you 

have them)




To create your Cuddle Monster sketch out the body and 
head attached to the body - once you are happy with it you 
can cut it out like so


Once you have got the head and body you can cute 4 strips 
to create the arms and legs, your Monster may very well 
have more limbs - so cut as many strips as you need!




Once you have the limbs we are going to do a simple 
concertina fold - a bit like a fan




Now to draw the hands and feet - or paws and claws! If you 
draw near to the edge then there is space to fold the paper 
so you can cut two out at once without having  to redraw 
them like so




Once you have the major components of your Monster 
think how else you might want to decorate it - facial 
features, special marking, maybe even horns. Cut out all 
the different elements you want to make your Monster




We created a heart tummy to act as the base of the “card” 
with a broken heart on top to hide our message just glue 
the broken heart flaps at the top so they can still open. 
Once you have all the bits out out you can start to stick 
them down. We stuck the limbs behind the body to look 
neater - you might have added decoration on top of them.


Once everything is glued down you can add your message!




There you have it your very own “Cuddle Monster Card”!




Here is another we made to inspire you!



